
Richard Ford Burley

The holiday season is upon us, and for millions of Americans, 
that means food, friends, and family – and sometimes 

uncomfortable conversations deftly avoided by offering another 
serving of apple pie. In Lebanon, the City government is bucking 
that trend: a recent visit to City Hall by Braver Angels – a 
nonprofit dedicated to bridging partisan divides and finding 
common ground – is part of a series of moves meant to help the 
City come together during a time of increasing polarization.

When former state legislators Doug Teschner and Patricia 
Higgins sat down with Lebanon’s City Councilors and other City 
officials in late September, it was as a part of an initiative called 
“Braver Politics.” Unlike those of us sitting around the dinner 

table, our elected officials aren’t able to simply change the subject 
when the conversation gets uncomfortable – it’s their job to 
meaningfully engage with the concerns of their constituents, 
after all – but the lessons offered by the seminar could be useful 
to everyone. Higgins, a former Democratic state representative, 
stressed the importance of making people feel heard before 
trying to make your point. Teschner, her counterpart (a former 
Republican representative), directed participants to large, bold 
words printed on a handout next to the phrase “The Prime 
Directive: connect first, then explain your view.”

Over the course of two hours, the Councilors and officials 
broke into groups to practice the various steps, which included 
acknowledging others’ points, appreciating where they’re coming 

Building a More Perfect Union in Lebanon

Creating Lasting Change as a Community 
One Step at a Time

Neighbors from Crafts Avenue hosted cider pressing with 
apples donated by Poverty Lane Orchards 

“Let there be peace on earth and let it begin with me” during this time in our collective lives. 

Continued on page 24
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“Kindness  
in words  
creates  

confidence. 

Kindness  
in thinking  

creates  
profoundness. 

Kindness  
in giving  

creates love.” 

~ Lao Tzu

Lauren Groves, West Leb Civic Action member 

In 2021, the City of Lebanon commissioned the West 
Lebanon Revitalization Advisory Committee to make 

recommendations to the City Council on priorities for 
improvements in West Lebanon. West Lebanon has 
been thoroughly studied and surveyed over the years, so 
the committee built on this work with a plan for action. 
(Read the Action Plan for West Leb on the City’s website 
or at westleb.org).  

Out of this committee grew an informal collection of 
residents and business owners who work in an upbeat 
and positive way towards the goals outlined in the 
Action Plan. The West Leb Civic Action group began 
meeting a few months ago and we are excited about the 
possibilities for beautification and improvements in our 
neighborhood, and we’re committed to making those 
plans a reality.  

Our work runs on two tracks (railroad pun intended, 
read on to find out more about our Westboro Rail Yard 

Continued on page 22
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Editor’s Note:

The Lebanon Times is delivered to your 
mailbox each quarter. No subscription or 
payment is necessary. It’s our privilege to 
bring you all the good news we can. Our mailing sponsor, Mascoma Bank,  
makes this possible. We’re pleased to have its continued support behind our community 
publication.

Keeping Watch Over Your Accounts

You’ve likely experienced a scenario similar to the following: You receive an 
email or call saying suspicious activity was noticed on your account; please 

respond to this with your full name, account number, address, password, or maybe 
social security number to verify that your account is safe. Not quite as obvious as 
the prince from Nigeria wanting to deposit $1 million in your bank account, but 
a scam nonetheless.

Logan Estes, Mascoma Bank’s cyber security training specialist, says a scenario 
such as this should definitely raise suspicions of fraud.  

“Mascoma Bank and other organizations will never contact you for your sensitive 
account information (such as) account username, account number, password, etc. 
If you receive a call from anyone claiming to represent a company, familiar or 
otherwise, and they ask you for these details, you should hang up the phone and 
contact the organization in question directly. This will help to verify the caller and 
whether it is a genuine representative of that organization,” says Estes.

Pete Begin, VP senior fraud security officer at Mascoma Bank, says new 
variations of these scams continually arise.

“At the bank, we have seen the same scams that we’ve seen for several years,” 
says Begin. “However, we are seeing new twists to the whole variety of scams. 
Customers are now being coached by the fraudsters as to what to say to the bank 
employees if questions are asked. This leads to big problems when in the branches. 
My first thought is this, if someone is asking you to lie to your financial institution 
about a transaction, something is wrong.”

If this occurs, what should the client do? “I would ask that if this happens, 
please explain this to your banker and have a conversation about what’s truly 
going on…unfortunately, we see these types of actions all the time in our 
branches. The bank asks you questions to try and protect you, so you don’t lose 
any of your hard-earned money or end up having to pay it back,” says Begin.

Throughout the recent pandemic, many banking customers turned to online 
banking for their transactions, and continue to use convenient online banking 
services. This leads to new opportunities for fraud, Begin says.

“Another twist that we’ve been seeing on a regular basis is our customers are 
being asked for their online banking credentials. Customers are being told this is so 
the fraudster can make a deposit into their account, either for lottery proceeds or a 
romantic encounter, that (they) will be coming to the U.S. so they can be together 
forever. Please, don’t ever give out your credentials. Once you do that the fraudster 
has ‘the keys to your city’ and can make any transaction attached to your account.”

Pete Begin sums up how best clients can prevent fraud. “Please always 
remember that you didn’t win a lottery that you didn’t enter…if something sounds 
too good to be true, it is. (If) something is making you feel uneasy about a 
transaction, please contact your local branch or stop by for a visit and be honest; 
it may save you some money.” n

~ Frank Orlowski

Throughout the  
recent pandemic, 

many banking 
customers turned to 
online banking for 
their transactions, 

and continue to use 
convenient online 
banking services. 

This leads to  
new opportunities  

for fraud.Pete Begin

Open 7 days 10 am - 6 pm
Open late Thursday 
& Friday un�l 8 pm

November 3 — December 24, 2022

Lebanon Art & Crafts Association
50TH ANNUAL 

CHRISTMAS SHOW & SALE

50Cele�ating

Years
1972-2022

Handcrafted Gifts for Everyone on Your List

Upper Valley Plaza, Route 12A
West Lebanon, New Hampshire
 (I-89, Exit 20, next to CVS Pharmacy)

Map and details 
at www.lebanonartandcra�s.org •

Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at Dartmouth
1 Court Street, Suite 380, Lebanon, NH  03766

(603) 646-0154 · osher@dartmouth.edu

Winter Term 
2023

Learn Anywhere!
Registration is open: 
osher.dartmouth.edu
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GOOD PEOPLE • GOOD PLACES • GOOD THINGS HAPPENING

Anne Hoag & Tom McGonis on behalf of the Lebanon-Upper Valley Lions Club

In the fall of 2021, the Lebanon-Upper Valley Lions Club decided to build four 
scarecrows and station them around Coburn Park as a way to advertise our 

scarecrow contest. 
The goal of the contest was to generate some community spirit in Lebanon by 

asking residents and businesses to get creative and design their own scarecrows to 
place in front of their homes and businesses, similar to what Enfield, Plainfield, 
and Grantham have done. Unfortunately, there was not enough participation 
generated to host the contest throughout town; instead, the public was invited to 
create their own scarecrow masterpieces at Colburn Park on October 8th, using 
supplies provided by the Lions Club. 

Thanks to a generous contribution by LISTEN thrift stores, the Lions Club 

provided clothing for the scarecrows and “heads” (up-cycled materials such as 
plastic milk jugs) and frames on which to mount the scarecrows. 

We ended up with twenty-five scarecrows handcrafted by Lebanon residents, 
which were stationed around the park for all to see while driving by or visiting the 
park, and those attending had a great time getting creative out in the community. 

Parallel to this event, we ran a Scarecrow Challenge for the month of October 
where for a small entrant fee, prizes could be won. Although we didn't get many 
entrants, we hope interest in the contest will grow in future years!

The Lebanon-Upper Valley Lions Club, with the motto “We Serve,” is dedicated 
to serving our local community in a variety of ways including sight and hearing, 
education, youth, and community needs. We are always interested in welcoming 
new members. If you are someone who wishes to serve the community, please 
contact Lion Chris Herring, membership chair, at chrisherringfish@gmail.com. n

Community Scarecrow-Building Brings Lebanon Residents Together

Lebanon resident Kate Lyon Bustard and her son, Teddy Madison Torrey McGonis with her scarecrowBuilding scarecrows in Colburn Park

Please make your check out to: Greater Good Media and mail to: PO Box 104, White River Jct VT 05001, or scan this QR code to donate electronically.
$16, $28, $40 or whatever amount you can contribute will be greatly appreciated!

Love Getting Good News?

Support the Lebanon Times as it supports your community!
The Lebanon Times is feeling the effects of inflation significantly as printing and US postal costs have risen sharply. 

We will not raise our ad rates since our advertisers are feeling the brunt of increased costs, as well.

Please chip in what you can to help keep the good news flowing to your mailbox! 

Good News
Need we say more!

A chance to 
meet your neighbors
in our printed pages

Lots of photos of 
young and old 

and smiles all around!

A swelling sense of pride 
in and appreciation for 

your community

A tangible source of 
comfort and joy packaged 

in beautiful paper and design

A place for civic and 
non-profit organizations to 

share their good news for free!

Here’s a short list of the gifts the Lebanon Times delivers to your mailbox 4 times per year! 
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PUBLISHER’S NOTE
A Welcomed Introduction

It is my distinct pleasure to introduce you to the Lebanon Times’ new content 
manager/editor. Rose Terami contacted me last spring to see about writing for 

the Greater Good Media suite of publications. She has done a fabulous job and 
really understands our mission to capture, highlight, and celebrate all that’s 
good in the communities we serve.

While I will still be around to lend a hand, I am excited to see her blossom 
even further at the helm, and trust that you will feed her inspiring story ideas 
and fabulous photos of the good stuff that happens here every day!

Happy holiday season, Lebanon! 
~ Jen MacMillen, publisher

Hello Lebanon! 

It’s been an honor to complete my first issue as 
content manager/editor of the Lebanon Times. A 
freelance writer by trade, I’ve been a storyteller 

in a variety of different capacities. The most 
fulfilling by far has been getting to know this 
vibrant and growing community as a writer, 
and now editor. Raised in Central Vermont – 
which I still call home – I’ve greatly valued the 

network of resources found in the Upper 
Valley, especially in Lebanon. 
In this issue, we celebrate what makes Lebanon 

truly special – its community. You’ll read about 
some “Braver Angels” in our City working to bridge 
divides and focus on what really matters, like 
connectivity, unity, and kindness. These themes 

show up again in the efforts of a community-led group, West Leb Civic Action, 
seeking to beautify and improve West Lebanon for the benefit of all who live 
and work there. 

Around town, residents have come together and made scarecrows to 
celebrate the changing of seasons before winter takes over, creative poets in our 
midst will soon have their words stamped into the sidewalk, and locals share 
lessons and values that they’ve learned while in Lebanon. In CityScapes, you’ll 
meet a few people who help keep our City operating smoothly, and you’ll 
indulge in some local history from downtown Lebanon. 

As the holidays approach and winter weather sets in, there’s no better time 
to appreciate the comforts of a caring community such as this one. The people 
of Lebanon and the stories they have to share are well worth a listen (or a read), 
and I’m so grateful to have the opportunity to be a part of that exchange. 

Happy Holidays!   
~ Rose Terami, content manager/editor

Richard Ford Burley
Laura Jean Gilloux 

Lauren Groves
Frank Orlowski 

Ella Tullar
Savannah Walczak

Rose Terami

is published quarterly by 
GREATER GOOD MEDIA, INC.

Jennifer MacMillen, publisher: publisher@greatergoodmedia.net
Rose Terami, content management/editing: rosoterami@gmail.com

The Lebanon Times is an independently owned publication. ©2022. All rights reserved.
No part of this paper may be reproduced without express written permission from the publisher.

Art Direction and Design by Julie L. Johnston, JohnstonGraphicDesigner@gmail.com

Printed by Stillwater Graphics in Williamstown, VT
on Rolland Opaque 30 with 30% post consumer fiber,  

manufactured using biogas energy, with soy inks. Please share or recycle.

ADVERTISING SALES
888-868-7192

info@greatergoodmedia.net

ADMINISTRATION
888-868-7192

info@greatergoodmedia.net
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Please share 
or recycle

www.thelebanontimes.com

Happy, Healthy & Hassel-Free!

7 Quail Hollow Drive, West Lebanon, NH 03784

Spacious 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments 
Optional Dining, Living & Health Services 

Vibrant Social Atmosphere 
Community Tour Every Wednesday at 12:30 pm

603.640.6001

www.SummitSeniorLiving.net

55+ Independent Senior Living

713 Hartford Ave., White River Jct.    802-295-6500    UpperValleyHaven.org

Upper Valley Haven

donate. volunteer. 
make an impact.

Your gift or service will ensure that our neighbors can  
access important resources during these difficult times.

You can help create a community, despite this pandemic, 
where people find hope and discover possibility.

uppervalleyhaven.org/donate

Rose Terami,  
the new  Lebanon Times  
content manager/editor
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New Ways to Confront Drug and Alcohol Misuse in the Workplace
Each year, drug and alcohol problems among 

employees result in the loss of productivity, 
profits, and a positive working environment for 
businesses and organizations. In the past, employees 
dealing with these issues might incur severe 
consequences from their employers, frequently 
resulting in termination, which often led to a further 
downhill spiral in their lives. However, in recent 
years, many forward-thinking companies and organi-
zations are trying different approaches to support 
employees facing addiction problems. 

One such company in the Upper Valley is 
the well-respected Hypertherm Associates. 
Stacey Chiocchio, the community 
citizenship manager at Hypertherm 
Associates, explains how this move 
towards assisting employees with 
addiction issues, termed a “recovery-
friendly workplace”, began at the firm. 

“Oftentimes, the way things start is 
with our associates,” says  Chiocchio. 
Associates (employees) realized that with 
the burgeoning opioid crisis affecting so many 
in New Hampshire and Vermont, the company 
needed to be proactive in response. So in 
the mid-2010s,  progress toward a recovery-
friendly workplace was underway. 

Removing the stigma associated with 
drug and alcohol problems and building a safe space for 
recovery at the company was the goal when they first 
addressed the issue, says Chiocchio. In doing this, the 
company sought outside support in the process, which 
included ideas from the Dartmouth Hitchcock 
Community Health team. Also playing a  major role in 
this effort is Hypertherm’s own HOPE Foundation. 
The Hypertherm HOPE Foundation continues to fund 
nonprofits in this space with programs focused on 
education to remove stigma and help support recovery. 

Though the process of establishing a recovery-
friendly work environment began in 2015, it 
continues to grow and evolve, Chiocchio says. “Every 
year we’ve added more and more strengths to the 
(effort)…it’s a journey.” 

One key initiative at first was looking at past 
policies and protocols regarding employees with 
substance use disorders and then adapting them. In 
the past, when an employee was experiencing drug or 
alcohol problems related to work, “often it led to 
termination,” says Chiocchio. All agreed that this 
could no longer be the main option; “We needed to 
do better.”  

Doing better meant supporting these employees 
going through difficult times. That support includes 

helping the individual connect with a  licensed 
alcohol and drug counselor to create a plan.  

Many other company supported assets are now in 
place to help,  Chiocchio says. These include resource 
cards found in all of the restrooms, providing 
employees with a private space in which to learn 
about their options. The company has also trained 
associates, termed “champions,” within the company 

to provide information and resources for those in 
need. Recently, the company has installed a resource 
called a “Naloxbox” throughout each of their 
facilities. When opened, it notifies all that there is a 
lifesaving measure occurring. The box contains 
Narcan, a drug that reverses the effects of an opioid 
overdose. Any associate is able to open the box to 
administer this lifesaving drug. 

“Through the actions we took, we created a 
recovery-friendly  workplace,” says Chiocchio.

The goal of creating a recovery friendly work 
environment is not unique to Hypertherm Associates. 
After Hypertherm began this program, the State of 
NH began its Recovery Friendly Work Initiative. 
According to information on the State’s website, 
“Untreated addiction costs New Hampshire’s 
economy $2.36 billion. 66% of that cost ($1.5 billion) 
is incurred by businesses in the form of impaired 
productivity and  absenteeism.” 

The State site goes on further to say, “The 
Recovery Friendly Workplace Initiative gives business 
owners the resources and support they need to foster 
a supportive environment that encourages the success 
of their employees in recovery.” 

The State recognizes Hypertherm Associates as a 

partner in the  Initiative, along with many other 
companies and organizations throughout NH. The 
response to Hypertherm’s recovery friendly effort and 
initiatives among the staff has exceeded expectations, 
says Stacey Chiocchio. “This (effort), more than any 
other, has had such a dramatic effect in a positive way.” 

Having this recovery based effort has to some 
extent changed the  culture at the company, 

Chiocchio points out. “We like to celebrate  
milestones,” she says, such as employees reaching  
25 years of service.  Though in the past, those 
celebrations would often take place at an  
establishment where alcohol was served, such as a 
brewery. Changes to this were inevitable; “That 
doesn’t feel like it’s supporting all our associates,” says 
Chiocchio. In response, she says this year’s celebration 
took place at VINS as an alcohol free event, making 
it a more comfortable occasion for those in recovery. 
“We’re really proud of that pivot,” says Chiocchio.

Not only employees at the company benefit from 
this recovery initiative – family members do as well. 
“Some (employees) have family  members struggling, 
they feel supported, and they now feel that they can 
ask for help for those family members,” says Chiocchio. 

Though many companies are realizing a recovery 
friendly work  environment is important, many more 
have yet to make that commitment. When asked 
what companies contemplating a move towards a 
recovery friendly workplace should do, Stacey 
Chiocchio offers blunt advice. “Be honest with 
yourself; don’t be in denial that you have substance 
abuse within your walls.”  n

~ Frank Orlowski

Jamie Green, Hypertherm’s Substance Use Disorder Taskforce chair; Stacey Chiocchio; Lauren Chambers, senior community health partnership coordinator at Dartmouth Hitchcock

GOOD FOR YOU

Proud to sponsor the 

‘Good For You’ page.
dartmouth-health.org
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Scaffolding is up for the multipurpose room addition Katie Roach, Mt. Lebanon School principal “Inside” the new multipurpose room addition

THE LEBANON SCHOOL DISTRICT
– in partnership with the community –

is committed to providing a challenging,  
positive, and safe learning environment that CARES.

LEBANON SCHOOL DISTRICT C.A.R.E.S.

Rose Terami  

Renovations are underway at Mount Lebanon School (MLS) in West Lebanon 
– which hosts around 250 pre-K through 4th grade students – that will bring 

significant updates to the educational space, including an expanded multipurpose 
room, a fully operating kitchen, and an ADA compliant nurse’s office.  

“We (needed) to be updated at Mount Leb,” said school principal Katie Roach. 
“We haven’t had any updates since the late ’80s.”   

The renovation project, expected to finish by June 2023, will greatly benefit 
students, faculty, and families alike.  

A number of years ago, MLS brought a proposal for renovations in front of the 
school board. After its approval, the plans were voted down by Lebanon residents, 
so the project was scaled down to help reduce its budget. The school community 
has also been very supportive and excited about the renovations, Roach said.  

Last year, a new proposal including fewer (but still important) updates to the 
building was approved by the school board, with federal Elementary and 
Secondary School Emergency Relief (ESSER) funds covering $2,398,262 of the 
project costs, which total $5,513,00. The remaining costs will be covered by 
Capital Reserve Fund and General Fund monies.  

The renovation project, which is contracted with Eckman Construction in 
Bedford, began in August. Among updates being targeted include the expansion 
of MLS’s multipurpose room, which is currently used to teach Physical Education 
classes, but is too small to host additional activities.  

“(The renovations) will give us a bigger gathering place in West Leb for our 
families,” Roach said. “We often have evening events, and I’m thrilled to have 
more space for families to come to the school.”  

The update to the multipurpose room will involve a new addition, providing 
more square footage to the existing space. A wall partition will improve the 
functionality of the space, allowing PE or other classes to continue on one side 
while the other side can be utilized as a cafeteria or gathering place. Traditional 
activities such as MLS’s “Friday Morning Sing” are set to take place in the newly 
renovated multipurpose room.  

Eckman Construction has made progress on the addition so far, though they’re 
still waiting on some materials to complete that portion of the renovation. The 

new kitchen, which is also included in the prospective layout for the updated 
multipurpose room, will allow for meals to be cooked on-site for students, a service 
that has not been available before.  

For years, MLS has transported meals from Lebanon High School to be reheated 
on-site in the warming kitchen. “That’s what we’ve done for years since the 
beginning of our school…now they’re going to be able to cook hot meals for the 
kids, which will be nice,” Roach said. Cafeteria services are currently located in the 
school’s hallway. Though somewhat inconvenient, students and staff are incredibly 
flexible and have been keeping things operational and organized while the 
renovations are in progress, Roach added.  

MLS’s contract with Eckman Construction has proved to be a good investment. 
“They’ve been great,” Roach said. “We meet with them every two weeks. The 
renovation is right on time.” The construction team has been responsive to 
questions about the renovations and excellent communicators throughout the 
whole process, Roach added. “I feel really safe having a big construction site at the 
elementary school right now,” she said.  

The final portion of the renovation – an update to the elementary school’s nurse’s 
office – is necessary to meet ADA compliance standards. Outlined renovations for 
this include the addition of a larger bathroom and in general, more space for the 
school nurse to support the student body. Renovations to the nurse’s office space are 
expected to be complete sometime between February and April 2023.  

Last March, Lebanon residents also voted to support renovations on the Hanover 
Street School (HSS) and Lebanon High School (LHS) shared campus, which are 
slated to begin in late spring. The project includes a new and separate HSS cafeteria, 
additional HSS classrooms, new front entrances for both LHS and HSS, and an LHS 
student lobby that will connect to a new band room with practice rooms.

 For MLS, this year’s renovations are an immense step in the right direction to 
support the elementary school’s growth.  

“Mount Leb is a really nice community school,” Roach said. “But we’re growing 
– we’re bigger than (we) were originally – I think having more space for the school 
community will be really nice, and it will be updated.”  

With the completed renovations just on the horizon, there’s plenty for the 
MLS community to look forward to. “I’m really excited about having more space 
for the kids…it will feel like there’s just a little bit more room,” Roach said. n

Renovations to Bring Improvements to Mount Lebanon School by Summer



FULL SERVICE BRANCH 106 North Main St.  West Lebanon
claremontsavings.bank  •  800-992-0316FDIC

Member

COMMERCIAL LENDING
AND BUSINESS BANKING
Local decisions with trusted advice.

Expert lending solutions.

PERSONAL BANKING
AND LENDING

Deposits, Savings, and Lending. 
Enhanced features and no-cost benefits.  

We are We are here.here.We are We are here.here.
Adam Pippin,  AVP & Commercial Lender

Allison Childs, AVP & Loan Originator
Ryan Tremblay, VP & Market Manager

BUILDING A STRONG COMMUNITY.
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Life Lessons Rooted 
in Lebanon
Ella Tullar 

Lebanon police officer and percussionist, Tim 
Cohen, has been a member of the Upper Valley 

community for almost thirty years. 
Cohen, 55, studied music during college and then 

went on to work in the radio industry for several years. 
His job as a radio broadcast announcer is what 
originally brought him to New Hampshire to work on 
a local morning show.  

His move to Claremont from Cape May, NJ in 1993 
led to the discovery of the Lebanon Police Department 
and their dedication to the community of Lebanon. 
Cohen’s past experiences with police officers in larger 
cities such as Cape May, where he grew up, were less 
influential on his present career than the officers who 
he’s engaged with in the Upper Valley.  

Officers in larger cities are often not very person-
oriented, Cohen said. They are more focused on their 
job and enforcing laws than knowing who the people 
are that they engage with.  

Since Upper Valley towns are relatively smaller in 
comparison to bigger cities in the United States, 
Cohen says, “Local officers are much more communi-
ty-centered and are doing it for the right reasons.” 

In fact, Cohen was so inspired by the local police 
force that in 1995, he joined the Canaan Police 
Department as a police officer. And then in 2006, he 
joined the Lebanon Police Department. 

Meanwhile, Cohen also worked as a music teacher, 
a job he still has today. Cohen teaches and plays 
percussion instruments, generally as part of an 
orchestra. His favorite instrument is the timpani – 
also known as “kettledrums.” 

Cohen teaches private music lessons and is an 
instructor at the Upper Valley Music Center 
(UVMC). On top of these jobs, Cohen is also 
involved with local theatrical performances such as 
Lebanon High School’s performance of The Addams 
Family, running Friday, December 2 through Sunday, 

December 4 at the Lebanon Opera House, and 
Hartford High School’s fall musical, Footloose.  

Cohen says that his involvement with music has 
helped create a balance in his life. “Working as a 
police officer, one can inherit a cynical attitude 
towards the world. As an officer, you tend to see 
people at their worst,” he said. “Music can help 
balance those negative experiences out.”  

Working with teenagers as a music teacher, the 
ability to see how talented local youth are is thrilling, 
Cohen said. He’s also worked with many adult 
performers at places such as the North Country 
Community Theater (NCCT), some who have even 
performed on Broadway. 

His favorite part about working with all of these 

COMMUNITY PROFILE

Cohen (leftmost in uniform) at a “Coffee With a Cop” event at the UV Senior Center

Big Green Real Estate is not affiliated with nor officially sanctioned by Dartmouth College

William H. “Star” Johnson, Broker 
Meg Ward, Broker-Associate

We are a small, boutique-style real estate office, serving buyers and 
sellers, whose goal is to provide high quality service and profession-
alism, with the same access as large offices to properties for sale, 
and buyers who are in the market, made possible by our Multiple 

Listing Service membership.  We have many years of experience in 
the Upper Valley, and, would be very pleased to help you with your 

real estate needs, for all sorts of property.

5 Olde Nugget Alley, Suite 5, Hanover, New Hampshire · www.biggreenre.com · 603-643-3942

FINE FRAMING IS AN ART IN ITSELF

Downtown White River Jct.
55 South Main Street

(802) 296-2121
www.junctionframeshop.com

Celebrating37 Years

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS

CUSTOM PICTURE FRAMES
READY-MADE FRAMES

PHOTO FRAMES
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performers is that they are kind and 
genuine people. Cohen sees beyond 
peoples’ flaws when they are playing 
music, which serves as a reminder that 
even though people make mistakes, 
they’re still good and talented people, a 
lesson that has been helpful to Cohen 

not only as a musician but also as a 
police officer.  

As a part of his police training, 
Cohen trained at the FBI National 
Academy for ten weeks in 2002, which 
is one of his favorite life experiences. 
One fun connection that Cohen made 
from this is to the movie The Silence of 
the Lambs. The obstacle course that 
main character Jodi Foster runs in the 
movie was an actual obstacle course at 
the academy, which he completed 
himself during his training there.  

Cohen has also been able to work 
with K-9’s (police dogs) as a police 
officer. He’s handled two different 
dogs throughout his career and says 
that their ability to use their senses – 
such as smelling and hearing – is 
simply incredible. 

Another favorite experience of 
Cohen’s was visiting Hollywood in 

1986. During his spring break in 
college, he flew out for the recording 
of a song that he had written, which 
was being performed on a popular 
show from the 1980s, Star Search. 
Seeing this whole other world that he 
was able to be a part of – even though 
for a short period of time – was exciting 
for him.  

In general, Cohen enjoys knowing 
that some of the music he has composed 
has been played by many different 
orchestras and bands, including NH 
Philharmonic, Great Western Rocky 
Mountain Brass Band, Upper Valley 
Community Band and Kearsarge 
Community Band.  Getting the chance 
to play up and down the East Coast with 
many different musical groups has also 
been a rewarding experience for him.  

Much of the time that Cohen is 
playing in an orchestra, he’s in the “pit” 
– an area inset below the stage often 
not visible from the seating area. “Being 
in the pit, you tend to wear black,” 
Cohen says. It is common for members 
of the orchestra to wear darker colors so 
the audience’s attention is directed to 
the performers. In fact, it has become 
something that the Lebanon police 
officers tease him for. 

Working with officers in Lebanon 
for 16 years, his coworkers have gotten 
to know him well and always comment 
on his all-black attire. With the busy 

schedule that Cohen keeps, he 
generally works as an officer until about 
five-o’clock in the evening before 
heading to a performance at a local 
theater or to teach. Without much time 
to change, he wears a lot of black so he’s 
always prepared for his performances. 
Sometimes, he even keeps his drums in 
his car since he has to commute for 
different events and students.  

Living locally for the past 30 years 
or so, Cohen has fallen in love with the 
Upper Valley. “I grew up on a beach [in 
Cape May], but I’ve been here half my 
life and it feels like this is home,” 
Cohen said. 

“A big part of this feeling is the 
community,” he added. Having 
welcoming neighbors and really good 
friends makes a huge difference, he 
said. “I love how much I trust the 
neighborhood – the ability to leave 
my drums somewhere overnight and 
not worry about someone taking them 
is great.” 

 Cohen values the sense of 
community and belonging that he’s 
found in Lebanon and the surrounding 
area, which inspires him daily. 
Between the hours he puts in serving 
Lebanon as a police officer and the 
time he spends working as a musician, 
Cohen has learned the importance of 
balance – a life lesson he’s put to use in 
Lebanon and beyond. n

Cohen (left) reviewing an original composition score 
with conductor Mark Latham of the New Hampshire 
Philharmonic Orchestra

Cohen drumming during parade outside of City Hall 
for a 9/11 rememberance event

SHOP. DINE. LEARN. ENJOY.
Watch artisan bakers at work in our bakery. Shop for all 

your baking needs in our store. Sign up for a baking class. 
Enjoy a gourmet co�ee and pastry from our café.  

Relax – and welcome to King Arthur Baking!

KingArthurBaking.com
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So many traditions at this cold, dark time of year 
involve gifts, expressing love, generosity, 

abundance, creativity, and human connection.
The dark side is that gifts can also mean buying 

more stuff. According to the U.N. panel that studies 
global natural resources, consumption is the biggest 
driver of global environmental degradation of all 
types: deforestation, toxic pollution, climate change, 
mining, fisheries, and the extinction of species.  
Buying things makes up 70 percent of the US Gross 
Domestic Product, and it reaches a peak during 
holiday season.

How can we decouple gift-giving and 
consumption? There are so many ways. Read below, 
and also check out vitalcommunities.org/
nine-weeks-of-shop-indie-local

Don’t Give a Thing
Over the course of our lifetime, we will spend a 

total of 3,680 hours or 153 days searching for 
misplaced items, research has found. We lose up to 
nine items every day – or 198,743 in a lifetime. Do 
we need more things? Here are some gifts that are 
not “things”:

Time: Give a voucher for services, such as 
babysitting, chores, or lessons; or shared fun like 
game nights, jam sessions, picnics, bike rides or 
hikes, or garden work. Give a date to go on a Vital 
Communities Valley Quest or Upper Valley 
Adventure!

Experiences: Give a gift certificate for a local 
restaurant or arts or recreation venue, for perfor-
mances or classes.

Donations: Make a donation on someone’s 
behalf to a cause or charity you both care about.

Give a Better Thing 
There are many ways to make your gift-giving 

more supportive of the earth and our community. 
Here are a few:

Make it yourself: The internet is stuffed with 
DIY gift ideas. Anyone can find something that fits 
their skills. Need tools? Places like the Claremont 
Makerspace allow you to borrow the tools you need.

Buy it local: Patronizing a locally owned 
business invests your money in our local economy. 
Find business in the Vital Guide at www.vitalcom-
munities.org/guide.

Support local makers: Buy from local art 
galleries or holiday artisan shows, or directly from 
artists in the community.

Buy “pre-owned”: Tap into the wealth of used 
and still excellent clothes, sporting goods, household 
items, and more. Purchases from LISTEN Thrift 
Stores in Lebanon, Canaan, and White River 
Junction, and COVER Home Repair store in White 
River Junction support those organizations’ work 
helping the community. Privately owned thrift and 
consignment shops also let you pursue fashion in an 
earth-conscious manner.

Raid your attic: Who knows what treasures are 
waiting to be regifted?

Raid your bookshelf: Give a book you have read 
and loved and don’t need to hold on to.

Support inclusive business ownership: Buy from 
businesses owned by BIPOC, queer people, veterans, 
women, the formerly incarcerated – you get it –
whomever you want to show some extra support. n

SUPPORT LOCAL

For 25 years, Vital Communities has brought people together
to cultivate the civic, environmental, and economic vitality 

of the Upper Valley
Celebrat ing 25  Years

Learn more at vitalcommunities.org

                SMILE!

We asked  
our patients...

What Makes 
You Smile? (Left) Sylvia Cook: Seeing her cats and younger siblings when she gets home.

(Right) This family loves gummy worms, family, and cats!

A Less “Thing-y” Holiday Season

Give a gift to grow from West Lebanon Feed & Supply. 
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Give a gift certificate to an local independent retailer like Hubert’s.
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Woodstock Terrace
456 Woodstock Road 
Woodstock, VT 05091
(802) 457-2228

Wheelock Terrace
32 Buck Road 
Hanover, NH 03755
(603) 643-7290

Valley Terrace
2820 Christian St., White River Jct.
VT 05001  (802) 280-1910
Physical Location: Wilder, VT, by Norwich

When selecting senior care, it is important to choose 
a community with a proven track record. Terrace 
Communities enjoys longstanding loyalty among its 
staff, who bring years of experience and an abiding 
respect for seniors.
The transition to assisted living at Terrace Communities 
is a meaningful experience for seniors and an engaging 
alternative to living on one’s own. Residents enjoy 
private apartments in a beautiful setting with superb 
services and amenities that include healthy, tastefully 
prepared meals; entertainment; gardens; and 
dedicated resident assistants available 24/7.
Now, more than ever, Terrace Communities is the 
trusted choice for assisted living and memory care.

• Tastefully Prepared Meals
• Private Apartments
• Activities, Music, Arts,  

Entertainment, Fitness 
and Outings

• 24-Hour Assistance/Care
• Long or Short Stays
• Elegant Common Areas
• Medication Management
• Dementia, Alzheimer’s & 

Memory Care
• Transportation
• Housekeeping
• Rehabilitation Therapy
• Superior care for aging in 

place gracefully

 Now More Than Ever
As Winter Approaches

Uniform Consumer Disclosure Available Upon Request

Please call us at Please call us at (802) 280-1910(802) 280-1910TerraceCommunities.com
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Rose Terami

For longtime Lebanon resident, dedicated mother 
and wife, and accomplished homemaker Irma 

Muzzy, life in 2022 is just nothing like what it used 
to be. 

This might be good or bad, depending on how you 
look at it. For 91-year-old Muzzy, it’s a chance to 
reflect on how the times have changed, and what 
future generations can take away from it to best serve 
their purpose in the world. 

Muzzy, who says she’s “never lived anywhere else,” 
moved to Lebanon when she was married to her 
husband, Donald Muzzy, in 1950. Muzzy was born in 
Acworth, NH, where she met Donald while attending 
high school. 

“He was my best girlfriend’s boyfriend,” Muzzy 
confessed. “Saturday nights we would go up to 
Warren Pond to the dances (all together)...
(eventually) he wanted to take me home, but I 
couldn’t let him because my mother would have had 
a fit.” Though Muzzy had to navigate a bit of a love 
triangle in the beginning, in the end, she’s glad to 
have married a “wonderful man” like Donald. “It was 
quite a romance,” she said. 

Donald enlisted in the army after graduating high 

school, leaving young Muzzy behind in New 
Hampshire to finish up her studies. He was stationed 
south of Hawaii on Christmas Island, where he 
fought during the Second World War. They were 
married the year after Muzzy’s graduation. 

Together, the pair had four children – two boys 
and two girls – all of which graduated from Lebanon 
High School. Their firstborn came in 1951, and 
Muzzy, who grew up in a family of nine on a farm, was 
well prepared for the demands of motherhood. 

“We shared a room, we shared a bed,” she said, 
flashing back to her childhood. “Back then, you 
know, you didn’t have all the glories that you have 
these days. Siblings don’t even get along (today), 
never mind sharing a room.” 

“We were one big happy family,” Muzzy said. 
“Every Sunday, Mom would have a big dinner after 
church and the boys would all come home – by then 
they had wives – so it’d be quite a gang of us.” 

“Those things don’t happen anymore, Rosie,” she 
told me. “That’s what’s wrong with the world.” 

That’s not the only thing that’s changed since 
Muzzy was raising her children in Lebanon in the ’50s. 

“People now are money money money,” Muzzy 
explained. With more mothers working full-time 
jobs in the modern economy, one-income 

ELDER PROFILE

Advice From an Older Generation 
Irma Muzzy’s Values to Live By
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households supported solely by a 
husband might be a thing of the past, 
Muzzy thinks. At the very least, the 
definition and role of a homemaker 
have changed quite a bit. 

Settled in Lebanon with her family, 
Muzzy filled several roles in her 
household. A day in her life never saw a 
dull moment. 

“Oh my goodness, well, you were up 
in the morning, early morning,” she 
said. “My kids had three meals a day 
and they did not sit in front of a TV – 
we didn’t even have one – and they 
would have to sit at the table. So they’d 
have breakfast, and then I’d make sure 
they were all ready for school…and 
that’s how my day would start.” 

Muzzy’s daily routine consisted of 
typical household chores, including 
laundry, cooking, ironing, and sewing 
– they just looked a little different, 
and took up more time than they 
might today. 

“I used real diapers – we didn’t have these 
“Huggies” and that kind of stuff…I didn’t have a 
dryer, so everything went out on the clothesline.” 

Muzzy also spent time baking, vegetable gardening, 
and cooking meals for her family. When she wasn’t 
attending to one of her five other family members, 
Muzzy would find herself indulging in a favorite hobby 
– clogging – which she did for seventeen years.  

Muzzy has also been an active member of the First 
Baptist Church in Lebanon for over fifty years, where 
she taught Sunday School, served on the flower 

committee, and sang in the choir in the past. 
Adding yet another responsibility to her long list 

of commitments, Muzzy also fostered about eight 
infants over the course of time that she raised her 
own four children. “I’d have them for a month or six 
weeks or however long it took for them to be adopted,” 
she said. “Sometimes they were only two days old and 
they’d bring them to me.” 

With foster babies sometimes in the mix in 
addition to her own family, Muzzy would often add 
bottle feeding and changing diapers to her daily 

routine, but “Donald was always good 
about helping me,” she said. “If a baby 
needed feeding, he would feed it and 
rock it and hold it while I was busy 
doing something else.” 

Besides recognizing the values of 
discipline and hard work as a mother 
and homemaker, something that 
Muzzy’s held onto throughout her life as 
lessons are persistence and gratitude.

“When I hear about friends that 
(are) getting divorced, I think ‘they 
don’t even want to try to help to make 
it work. They have a tiff and they get 
divorced.’” she said. “Back then, you 
didn’t even hear of divorces.” 

Though everyone’s circumstances 
differ, Muzzy offers food for thought 
when it comes to the values that can 
help keep relationships strong. 

“Instead of walking away from 
problems, sit down and talk about 
them,” Irma offers as advice. 

After raising her children, Muzzy 
worked as a housekeeper at the Hanover Inn for 
thirteen years. Later, Muzzy took a job at Dutille’s 
Jewelry Design Studio in Lebanon until 2000.

“I can remember on a Friday (Don got paid once 
a week)...we’d count our pennies to get enough 
money to get a loaf of bread. Well, that don’t 
happen these days.” Gratitude comes to mind as 
another lesson Muzzy’s learned to value over the 
years, and among others – hard work, persistence, 
love…it’s one she sees importance in for generations 
to come. n

Irma and husband Donald celebrating their 50th anniversary together

APDLifecare.org  |  Lebanon, New Hampshire

Independent Living

We’ve made so many friends here.

You’re Home at
The Woodlands.

- Carol, Rich and Cookie
To learn more, contact 
Peggy Cooper. 603.308.0475
or cooperm@apdmh.org
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Explore the possibilities at Windows & Doors By Brownell
PowerHouse Mall, 8 Glen Road 
West Lebanon, NH  |  (603) 298-5555
wdbrownell.com

THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE HOME

Featuring: Marvin Signature Modern Multi-Slide Doors

Assisted Living with Memory Care

“ Life is always  
an adventure at  
Harvest Hill ”
- Steph, daughter of Bob and Jeanne

APDLifecare.org  |  Lebanon, New Hampshire

To learn more,  
contact Peggy Cooper.
603-308-0475 or  
cooperm@apdmh.org
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 Serving the City of Lebanon, NH Holiday 2022

CityScapes
S e r v i n g      t h e  G o o d  P e o p l e  o f       L e b a n o n

As many people in 
the City are 

aware, longtime City 
employee and former 
Deputy City Manager 
Paula Maville retired 
at the end of August. 
Over the course of 
more than 35 years, 
Paula did many great 
things for the City and 

for City governance. She created or improved 
many of the processes and procedures that are 
used in various City departments to this day. She 
left an indelible impact on the community and 
has moved on to a well-deserved retirement.

Meanwhile, the City continues to operate. I 
have stepped up into the position of Deputy 
City Manager after serving in the Planning & 
Development Department since 2005, and as its 
director since 2014. I realize I have big shoes to 
fill so that the City can continue to improve and 
advance.

In this Holiday 2022 edition of CityScapes, 
you’ll read about some other ways in which the 
City keeps its history alive and keeps moving 

forward. In one article, we’re spotlighting the 
City Hall clock tower, including its history and 
the ongoing efforts to make sure it “keeps on 
ticking.” In another article, you can read about 
the history of the statues in front of the Soldiers 
Memorial Building and efforts to restore and 
maintain them for the future. 

We’re also highlighting the Heritage 
Commission, which is responsible for the proper 
recognition, use, and protection of resources that 
are valued for their historic, cultural, aesthetic, or 
community significance. The commission 
members, including the City Historian and other 
City staff, are always happy to share information 
and resources to encourage an interest in and 
further the study of Lebanon’s rich history.

For well over 250 years, people have made 
important contributions in helping Lebanon 
become the great community that it is today. And 
when those people move on for whatever reason, 
there have been others ready and willing to step 
in and work to keep the clocks ticking and to 
preserve and celebrate the past for the benefit of 
the future. I hope to be able to continue the great 
work started by Paula and others so that Lebanon 
can continue to progress into the future. n

Deputy City Manager David Brooks

An up-and-coming, opportuni-
ty-rich community like Lebanon 

was the perfect fit for Shaun 
Mulholland when he moved to 
Lebanon five years ago to become its 
City Manager. 

Serving New Hampshire towns in 
public service roles for 33 years, Mulholland made nine trips to 
Lebanon to scope things out before he settled on taking the 
position. He saw Lebanon’s potential and decided it was the right 
place to continue his career and moved here from Allenstown.

“This is really a great place, this is a great community,” he 
said. “You’ve got a City Council that is civil to each other, 
they’re able to debate and have discussions professionally…
and we get things done.” Since then, Mulholland has achieved 
many goals for improvements in Lebanon.

One of the biggest issues Mulholland has resolved as City 
Manager was facilitating the repair of the sewer moratorium, 
which was failing due to cracks in the sewer line, preventing the 
development of housing in those areas. Twenty-two tons of sand 
and other material were removed from one section of piping, 
and excess water leaking in was being processed unnecessarily. 

More transparency in local government is another 
initiative Mulholland has focused on so far. The City’s 
strategic plan is now public online, in hopes of sharing the 
organic process of City planning with Lebanon residents. The 
plan is accessed as a Miro board – a collaborative digital 
whiteboard tool – where City staff work through planning in 
a transparent environment, and the community can see that 
process in real-time. The Strategic Plan can be viewed on the 
City website at LebanonNH.gov/StrategicPlanBoard.  

City staff are also working to make other documents 
available for public, online access, Mulholland said. Things like 
property and historical records and other important forms have 
not been easily accessible in the past, but Mulholland is working 
to change that so residents, students, and local business owners 
have the resources to make quick, informed decisions.

Within the City government, Mulholland has made 
significant efforts to implement new technologies for increased 
security. “It was just time to modernize the operation,” he said. 
“We had considerable vulnerabilities that were discovered.” 

City software was susceptible to hacking, so those systems 
were upgraded and modernized in the interest of better 
cybersecurity. Financial software has been digitized and 
decentralized for increased security and ease of use too, 
changing the way the City manages its funds. 

Looking ahead, Mulholland has an optimistic outlook for 
Lebanon’s future. Local businesses are thriving, and as the 
core of the Upper Valley economically, Lebanon is in a good 
position for growth and to make positive change. “There’s a 
progressive mindset that problems can be solved here,” 
Mulholland said. “Sometimes it takes a while to do it, but 
there is a desire to.” n                                          ~ Rose Terami

Meet the 
City Manager

Restoration Plan for Soldiers Memorial Building Sculptures
In the Spring of 2022, a team from the Lebanon Department of Public Works 
began developing a plan to restore the structures located outside of the 
Soldiers Memorial Building and to identify potential funding sources. The 
deteriorating condition of the sculptures has been a source of concern for the 
City government and residents alike. There is strong support to prevent further 
damage and restore the Memorial as close as possible to its original condition. 
The goal is to restore the “look” of the sculptures, stabilize the physical 
structures and their paint, and develop a long-term plan for their preservation.  
A Moose Plate grant through the NH Department of Natural and Cultural 
Resources (DCNR) was identified as a potential source of funds for the 
sculptures’ restoration. The Division of Historical Resources (NHDHR) awards 
grants of up to $20,000 for the preservation of publicly owned historic 
structures through the Conservation License Plate Grant Program. To submit 
an application, we conducted a structural assessment of the soldier, can-
nonballs, rifle group, shells, paint, and bare zinc, and created a written report 
documenting their conditions and associated restoration costs. 
The team also reached out to the NH Historic Preservation Alliance for a mini-
grant of $500 which we were awarded. We also secured a $200 private dona-
tion to match City funds to help complete the assessment. The Moose Plate 
grant award results are anticipated in early December 2022 after approval by 
the NH Governor and Council. 

~ Shelley Hadfield, Lebanon Grant Manager

Read About  Honoring Our Veterans  on Page 14...

Keeping the City Moving Forward

Shaun Mulholland
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Nicole Ford Burley, City Historian

The Soldiers Memorial Building was originally constructed thanks to the 
efforts and donations of Lebanon’s residents. The cornerstone was laid in 

1886, and the completed building was dedicated in 1890. Frank C. Churchill 
was one of the driving forces behind the building, and after its dedication, he 
personally purchased a statue of a soldier to stand in front of the memorial. The 
Granite State Free Press reported that “Hon. F.C. Churchill has purchased a fine 
life-sized figure of a soldier, leaning on an old army musket, which he proposes 
to present to the veterans of Lebanon. The figure is of bronzed metal and is said 
to be a work of much merit” (GSFP March 20, 1891).

Churchill was an influential Lebanon resident: he was the co-founder of the 
Carter and Churchill factory, head of both the National Bank of Lebanon and 
the Mascoma Savings Bank, and was later appointed special agent for the 
Department of the Interior by President Theodore Roosevelt. His artistic gift to 
Lebanon’s veterans, known as “The Infantryman,” was unveiled in a ceremony 
on Memorial Day in 1891, and was immediately declared “a splendid ornament” 
(GSFP June 5, 1891).

Churchill didn’t have to look far to find inspiration for his gift to the 
community. This kind of Civil War soldier statue first appeared in the late 
1860s, as communities grappled with the war’s aftermath and veterans returning 
home. Claremont was one of the first, installing a bronze statue of a soldier at 
rest in 1869, and other New Hampshire towns soon followed. By the time 

Lebanon’s memorial was completed in 1890, “soldier at rest”-style statues could 
be ordered from the J.L. Mott Iron Works catalog. The catalog offered the statue 
either painted or “bronzed” – painted with bronze paint – for around $150 
(roughly $5,000 today). Unlike the earlier bronze statues, which could cost 
$5,000 (over $100,000 today), the “bronzed” statues were made of zinc, a much 
weaker material that made the sculptures liable to slumping and breakage.

Lebanon’s Infantryman statue experienced this firsthand: in 1973, the 
figure was found “leaned backwards precariously” after its legs were broken. 
(A contemporaneous article suggests vandalism, but a more natural failure of 
the aging zinc seems equally likely). Local history enthusiasts George 
Corrette and Billy Hubbard undertook the repair, possibly with the help of 
faculty and students at Dartmouth’s Thayer School of Engineering. Regular 
maintenance and upkeep by the city have kept the figure in stable condition 
in the decades since.

The other sculptures that decorate the front of the Soldiers Memorial tend 
to be overshadowed by the Infantryman. The pyramid of cannonballs on the 
front lawn and the two artillery shells flanking the walkway likely date from 
1911 or shortly thereafter. These were artifacts recovered from the USS Maine, 
sunk in the Havana harbor in 1898 – the inciting trigger of the Spanish-
American War. A cannon originally sat over the entrance to the Soldiers 
Memorial, rumored to also have been retrieved from the Maine. The three rifles 
and three cannonballs that currently sit over the entrance porch also date from 
this period, though their origin and significance are unrecorded. n

Honoring Our Veterans
Keeping Lebanon’s Soldiers Memorial Building Statues Standing

North Park Street – statue at Soldiers Memorial, 1965  1891: “The Infantryman” is brought to Lebanon A reminder to honor veterans of all wars

CITYSCAPES
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Savannah Walczak

One important role of local 
government is helping smaller 

communities stay connected and 
informed, on a municipal, regional, 
and national level. In Lebanon, City 
Hall is the embodiment of just that. 
Lebanon City Hall is centrally 
located right across from Colburn 
Park in downtown Lebanon with a 
New-Federal architectural style 
featuring brick walls, sizable dome 
windows, and a beautiful round clock 
that immediately catches the eye. 

There’s quite a bit of history 
behind City Hall and how it’s gotten 
to where it is now. It all started with a 
long debate about where City Hall 
should officially reside. At the time in 
1792, Robert Colburn, a Lebanon 
local, sold a portion of his land to the 
town for it to be built on. 
Unfortunately, the structure that was 
built there burned down in 1924 and 
a complete remodel had to be done, 
which included the addition of a 
courtroom, theater, meeting hall, and 
town offices. The clock was generously 
donated by Ralph R. Wood – another 
involved town member – in 1924 and 
was routinely maintained by Freeman 
& Davis and A.J. Potter, who were 
both jewelers by trade.  

The clock was most recently 
completely remodeled in 2002 by 
Phillip D’Avanza and his crew at 
D’Avanza Clock Repair, LLC in 
Goffstown. D’Avanza explained in 
an interview with the Lebanon 
Times that repairing the clock is 
more than just a time-consuming 
process, it’s also a meticulous one. 
There are lots of moving parts, he 
said, that include taking the clock 
completely apart section by section 
with the help of around four crew 
members, who run the lift, direct 
civilians around the construction 
area, and stack repair materials on 
the sidewalk. 

In order to begin the restoration 
of the circa-1924 “Septimus Number 
16 Model” clock, castings of each 
individual piece needed to be made 
specially, and the finishes of those 
parts are brass and cast iron. 
Acquiring materials for the clock’s 
repair can turn into quite a 
drawn-out process, D’Avanza said, 
because the business that supplied 
the original clock materials years 
ago has since closed and new 
suppliers are less equipped to provide 
such specific materials.

In terms of time and money, 
restoring a clock like Lebanon’s lasts 
about six weeks and costs somewhere 
between $20,000 and $40,000, 
which varies widely depending on 
the budget available and fundraising 
support.   

It might seem that a clock like the 
one at Lebanon City Hall is easy to 
manage, but it needs regular 
maintenance, especially with 
seasonal temperature changes. In the 
summer, the clock tower can reach 
over 100 degrees, causing the 
synthetic oil inside the clock’s gears 
to thin. In the winter, the clock tower 
can reach sub-zero temperatures, 
which causes the oil to thicken. The 
point of the oil is to create a kind of 
barrier between the metal gears of 
the clock to prevent them from 
rubbing against each other. If the oil 
becomes too thick, the clock might 
slow down or even stop ticking. 

In earlier years, the clock would 
have to be hand wound which would 
be a full-time job for someone, 
though now it’s able to be wound 
automatically. The front of the clock, 
being the main focal point, is 
connected by boards of wood and 
other intricacies such as an 
auto-rewind feature, which is 
operated by weight with one 
mechanism that runs all three 
aspects of the clock – its face, bell 
and hands. 

D’Avanza said elements of the 
clock tower’s maintenance are 
sometimes unexpected if you don’t 
know where to look. There’s an area 
above the clock that stores the gears, 
and because the clock has a 
mechanical switch, people don’t go to 
that spot, but it tends to collect 
pigeon droppings. When people don’t 
know where to look, nature’s surprises 
can turn into quite the health hazard 
because when it’s combined with 
dust, the air in the room becomes 
dangerous to breathe in.  

For its proper maintenance, it 
takes hard work and an 
understanding of the clock tower’s 
complexity to keep its parts moving. 
The next time you’re walking in 
downtown Lebanon and notice the 
clock tower over at City Hall, now 
you know there’s more than just 
what meets the eye – decades of 
community history and careful 
work are what keep things like the 
clock ticking and Lebanon up and 
running. n

Staff Spotlight
Rebecca 
Owens 

Planning and 
Development 
Department, 
Associate 
Planner

What fictional 
place and which “real” place would 
you like to visit?
This is probably a reflection of recent 
parenthood, but Sesame Street has some 
appeal; in that world, every creature has 
a voice and is treated with equal respect. 
In reality, I would like to visit mountain 
gorillas living in the wild.

What skill would you like to master?
I would like to learn boat skills more 
formally – both paddling and sailing. 

What would be your first question 
after waking from a 100-year sleep?
Have cats finally evolved to obey 
commands? 

What is your ideal way to spend a 
weekend in Lebanon?
Walk a local conservation trail or Class 6 
road with my family, followed by apple 
picking at Poverty Lane, or to bike/stroll 
the rail trail to Baited Hook for a treat. 

What is the best way to start the day?
I like to open the shades to savor the sun 
peeking over Mt. Tug and through whatever 
seasonal stage the foliage is in – then it’s 
quick to the coffee-making from there. 

What are you most looking forward to 
in 2023? 
It will be my 20-year college reunion!

What weird food combinations do you 
enjoy?
Chocolate with sourdough is like having a 
croissant. Try it! 

What was cool when you were 
younger, but not now?
Fleece jester hats with bells were popular 
on the ski slopes. 

What is your favorite childhood movie?
National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation is 
one of the few that I could watch more 
than once – classic humor at its best! 

What is your motto in life?
“Every minute counts.”

What did you want to be when you 
grew up?
Perhaps a painter or photographer. I also 
value the role of good architecture as 
accessible, functional ‘art’ in terms of 
how it shapes our environments, 
well-being, and experiences. 

What Keeps It Ticking?  
The Lebanon City Hall Clock Tower

Above: City Hall during repainting in 1893
Bottom left: City Hall and Houghton buildings, 19th 
century
Bottom right: City Hall and Chapman Pharmacy 
(Hotel Rogers), c.1940

CITYSCAPES
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CITYSCAPES

Introducing Lebanon’s Heritage Commission

 Rebecca Owens

Not to be confused with the equally eminent 
Lebanon Historical Society, Lebanon’s Heritage 

Commission is a local land use board composed of 
five volunteer members. The Heritage Commission is 
established – as provided in NH State Law (RSA 
674:44-a) and stated in City code – for the proper 
recognition, use, and protection of resources that are 
valued for their historic, cultural, aesthetic, or 
community significance. Members convene once a 
month for public meetings to review regulatory 
applications and special projects.

The Commission’s role in conducting historic 
preservation review associated with the Zoning 
Ordinance is a requirement of the municipality’s 2011 
designation as a “Certified Local Government” (CLG). 
As a CLG, Lebanon is eligible for state and federal 
funding. The Commission has successfully overseen 
several CLG grant projects through the years, including 
a comprehensive survey of the Crafts Avenue 
neighborhood, a citywide survey to identify 
neighborhoods with potential for either historic district 
or “Neighborhood Character Zone” designation, a 
study and engagement plan for the water-powered mills 
of Lebanon, and most recently, an update to the 
Colburn Park National Register Historic District.

An ongoing focus of the Commission is oversight 

of the 1765 Dana House in West Lebanon. As 
described in the Lebanon Times Fall ’22 issue, the 
Commission is seeking concepts to sustainably restore 
and program the Dana House. In between, and as 
detailed in Chapter 11 of Lebanon’s Master Plan, 
there are many other preservation and education 
opportunities in Lebanon as well. For example, in 
past years, the Commission helped shepherd the 
installation of several public fountains (now under 
the Arts & Culture Commission) and members 
regularly provide input on City efforts like the recent 
analysis of restoration opportunities for the sculptures 
at the Soldiers Memorial Building and updates to 
City Hall and its clock tower. 

One endeavor that members have taken to heart 
is evaluation of the Lebanon Historic Landmarks 
program. For a building to receive designation, it must 
possess historical, architectural, or cultural signif-
icance. There are 86 such landmarks in Lebanon, 
with 10 others pending review by the City Council. 
The Heritage Commission has been asking whether 
the owners of landmark properties are aware of their 
designation and brainstorming ways to create an 
‘emeritus’ designation for structures gone by like 
the Westboro roundhouse. 

The Commission intends to reach out directly to 
designation-holders and to complete updates to 
associated public engagement materials in the 
coming months. Landmark designations include 
the bestowal of a special plaque; on that note, 
members also hope to inventory historic markers in 
Lebanon to recommend some key updates. A 
potential starting point could be kiosks and 
interpretive signs in Westboro once redevelopment 
there breaks ground.  

 Members are also excited about an upcoming 
discussion with JAM (CATV) to explore the 
production of a video about Lebanon that addresses 
the native and indigenous people’s history in Lebanon. 

Is this the type of work that sparks your interest? 
We encourage citizens to contact the Lebanon 
Planning and Development Department to learn 
more and potentially apply to the Commission. 
Heritage Commission members include the City 
Historian (who will soon be an author related to 
Lebanon’s history!), people who have extensive travel 
to and personal appreciation of historic American 
places like Lebanon, leaders in inclusiveness and 
culture, an archaeologist, and individuals with 
degrees in history or related fields. That said, a 
common denominator is focus on the preservation of 
historic structures and how that can fit into Lebanon’s 
economic development. n

2023 
City of Lebanon 
Holiday Schedule

New Year’s Day 
Monday, January 2
Martin Luther King, Jr./ 
Civil Rights Day 
Monday, January 16
Presidents’ Day 
Monday, February 20

Memorial Day 
Monday, May 29
Independence Day 
Tuesday, July 4
Labor Day 
Monday, September 4
Veterans’ Day 
Friday, November 10

Thanksgiving Day 
Thursday, November 23
Day after Thanksgiving 
Friday, November 24
Christmas 
Friday, December 22 
and Monday, December 2

1923 blueprint of City Hall2021 photo of restored City Hall clock tower, including replaced finials

4 South Park Street, a designated Lebanon Historic Landmark that has undergone two renovations supervised by the Heritage Commission

CITYSCAPES
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domestic violence • sexual assault • stalking 
You are not alone.

every hour, every day 866-348-WISE 
chat online at wiseuv.org

We’re here for you.

Since 1971, WISE has supported survivors 
in times of stress and crisis. Our advocates 

are here for you every hour, every day. 
Call the crisis line or chat with us online. 

You do not need to be in crisis to reach out to us.

follow us @WISEuv Program Center
38 Bank Street
Lebanon, NH

Best Efforts with Billy Cioffredi, PT 

I believe that some of our greatest satisfaction comes from 
simply giving our best effort to a task, a project or a 

relationship. While we strive for success, the satisfaction is 
tied more to the effort than the outcome. Like in sports, 
when you’ve performed some self-sacrifice in preparation 
and applied an honest, full effort, that is where you find 
the most satisfaction, separate from the outcome.

I believe this is true not only for the individual, but 
also for the group. I see it as my responsibility to ensure 
we invest in our staff with regular training, 
enhancement, and support so they can be at their best. I 
also believe it is our responsibility to go beyond our organization to support our 
community. We are grateful to work with the many organizations and 
individuals who donate time, services, and dollars for the betterment of the 
Upper Valley; to make it the best that we can make it.

More than the outcome, it’s about giving your best effort on that day, both 
as an individual, and as the groups you belong to, and the willingness to show 
up the next day. I hope that you can not only give your best, but enjoy the 
rewards and satisfaction the effort brings to you and your communities.

~ Billy Cioffredi, Founder, Physical Therapist, Health Coach

112 Etna Road, PO Box 727, Lebanon NH 03766
scheduling@cioffredi.com • 603-643-7788

CIOFFREDI & ASSOCIATES

Billy Cioffredi

Give the gift 
that keeps        
on giving!

Your Hometown Big Green EGGsperts

162 N Main St, West Lebanon

Monday-Friday 8am-5pm

603-298-7200    SimpleEnergyOnline.com

Visit our showroom for a huge selection of

EGGs, holiday packages and EGGcessories.
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Laura Jean Gilloux

Perhaps you’ve already stumbled 
across them on the sidewalks – 

poems, that is! Four snippets of verse 
from Hans Christian Andersen, Walter 
Crane, Langston Hughes, and Mabel 
Watts have already been stamped in 
newly-poured sidewalk panels in 
downtown Lebanon. They kick off an 
ongoing project between the Lebanon 
Arts & Culture Commission and the 
Department of Public Works to 
incorporate poetry into sidewalk 
panels in need of repair or replacement 
each spring. 

The idea was first proposed in 
January of 2021 by City Councilor 
Karen Zook who had read about a 
project called “Sidewalk Poetry” in St. 
Paul, Minnesota. Becky Foster and Bill 
Dunn, both members of the Arts & 
Culture Commission, researched the 
idea further and discovered similar 

programs in Michigan, Florida, and 
even Boston, where poems are 
“hidden” in sidewalk panels and are 
most visible when the ground is wet 
from rain or melting snow. 

In Lebanon, the Commission collab-
orated with Lebanon Public Libraries to 
source previously published poems in 
the public domain that would work for 
initial installation in May 2022. The 
collaboration enabled the Commission 
to use available funds to purchase 
stamps used to “print” the poetry, while 
simultaneously hosting a “Sidewalk 
Poetry Contest” in the community. 

The Commission invited the public 
to submit original poetry for consid-
eration in the next round of instal-
lations planned for May 2023. 
Councilor Devin Wilkie, a key member 
of the planning group, explained that 
while the first round of poems weren’t 
written by community members, “the 
hope is that all future poems will be 
submitted to the Commission by 
people with a connection to Lebanon, 
whether they live, work, shop, or 
recreate here,” she said.

The first annual Sidewalk Poetry 
Contest accepted submissions from 
March 31 to June 30, 2022. There were 
some guidelines in length to aid in how 
the poems will fit in the restraints of 
the sidewalk panel’s dimensions. 
Vievee Francis, Keiselim (Keysi) 
Montás, and Matthew Olzmann, three 
local and well-established poets, agreed 
to judge the contest in July and August. 

Out of seventy-six submissions, four 
were selected, and the winners were 
announced in September 2022. The 

winning poems will find their homes 
in the bustling sidewalks of Lebanon 
and West Lebanon this coming spring.

The whole effort would not have 
happened without the support of the 

following individuals: Paul Coats, Bill 
Dunn, Becky Foster, Kristine Flythe, 
Laura Jean Gilloux, Everett Hammond, 
Devin Wilkie, Gavin Wynkoop-
Fischer, and Karen Zook. n  

GOOD THINGS HAPPENING

Words That Inspire:  Lebanon’s First Annual Sidewalk Poetry Contest

R
Ricker Funeral Homes

& Crematory

LEBANON
School Street

ENFIELD
Route 4

info@rickerfuneralhome.com • www.rickerfuneralhome.com

David T. Ahern, Jr. • 603) 448-1568

 Est. 1876 

Serving all faiths • Offering traditional and cremation services

www.scotlandhousevt.org

The Scotland House
Adult Day Care and Wellness

802-280-6080
8826 Woodstock Road, Quechee

info@scotlandhousevt.org

Are YOU or someone you know caring for a loved one AT HOME?
Scotland House Adult Day Care and Wellness

is the answer FOR YOU!
We are here to help, let us SHARE THE CARE.  

We provide a safe, supportive environment
where participants can receive a range of 

professional health, social, and therapeutic services.

Our Services Include but not limited to:
Participant Centered Activities

Nursing and Personal Care
Specialized Dementia Care

Intergenerational Opportunities

Family and Caregiver Support
Nutritional Support

Chronic Disease Management
Monitoring of Acute Medical Issues

Exercise and Physical Activities
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4,000 VT  NH PRODUCTS!
[IT’S A CO-OP THING]

MCNAMARA DAIRY 
has been a Co-op  
Food Stores local  
partner since 1992.  
This winter, fill your  
shopping cart with  
their milk, eggnog,  
and maple kettlecorn. 

It’s easy to support our 
community through  
buying local. Just look  
for the green leaf! 

coopfoodstore.coop
Hanover • Lebanon • White River Jct.
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project): We prioritize small projects that have an immediate positive impact 
while also advocating for significant longer-term changes. In particular, we believe 
outdoor recreation and connectivity (namely, walking and cycling trails) have a 
significant impact on the local economy and the quality of life in Lebanon. We 
aim to bring our neighbors together to enjoy each other and our beautiful area and 
to catch the vision for what West Lebanon could be like in the future.   

Immediate Impact 
We believe that small actions create big impact. During the 2021 holiday season, 

one WLCA member worked with Devon Blanchard of DB Lights to bring cheer to 
some West Lebanon businesses, decorating them with lights as a part of our “Light 
Up West Leb” initiative. We are working to expand on this effort in 2022! 

The pocket park next to the Lyman Bridge – currently nicknamed Bridge 
Street Park – is the gateway to Lebanon from Vermont. In 2021, through the 
efforts of a few inspired neighbors, it was transformed from an overgrown and 
trash-littered eyesore to a scenic spot to sit and enjoy the river from. 

Small Actions Spark Big Change
These small steps inspired momentum and in October 2022, over 100 neighbors 

joined in on the action in West Lebanon. The WLCA crew teamed up with the 
Lebanon Recreation, Arts, & Parks Department to host a “Cleanup and Green-up 
Day” at Bridge Street Park, where neighbors gathered for a work project followed 
by a community party. 

Volunteers planted trees and installed signs featuring historical photos of West 
Lebanon and renderings of the Westboro Greenway and downtown revitalization 
efforts planned by the City. These are the first installments of an envisioned 
“Story Walk” for a future waterfront path in Westboro Park and River Park. 

Chalk art was provided by Jennifer Chambers of the New England School 
of Arts, music by Bruce Freeberg and Steve Glazer, and cider pressing by West 
Lebanon neighbor Erik Endrulat. Also spotted that day were Mayor McNamara 
(did you know he grew up in West Lebanon?) and multiple current and former 
City Councilors. We appreciate the City leadership’s support for our efforts. 

Paul Coats, director of Lebanon Recreation Arts and Parks, summarized the 
day well in a thank you to volunteers: “You came with shovels, rakes, pruners, 
wheelbarrows, gloves, muscles, and determination. We needed all that stuff, plus 
some good cheer, which you brought also. We dug holes, busted through rotting 
roots, collected litter, dug a wider hole, built signs, chalked a sidewalk, expanded 
holes, planted trees in holes, watered trees, moved trees, and, yup, dug another 
hole. We also tuned up bikes, learned a bit about trees, embraced new art, painted 
faces, twisted balloons, got a new West Leb shirt, pressed apples for cider, flipped 
burgers and dogs, enjoyed good live music, and gelato, and had an all-around good 
time. You were there to represent your street, West Lebanon, the City of Lebanon, 
Christ Redeemer Church, the Tree Advisory Board, Leb Rec, Conservation 
Commission, or more than one of these at the same time. Kudos to each of you 
for showing up, for loving your community,” he said.  

The goal of this event was to further develop this gateway park and to draw 
attention to City efforts along the Connecticut River Waterfront. Bridge Street 
Park is important not only because it is the gateway to our City, but also because 
it is adjacent to West Lebanon’s biggest asset. 

CREATING LASTING CHANGE AS A COMMUNITY – continued from page 1

Lights deck out the West Lebanon fire station during last year’s “Light Up West Leb” event

Henry Homeyer (master gardener) and Karen Liot Hill (city councilor) plant a tree
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Westfield District Court 
224 Elm Street 
Westfield, MA 01085 
(413) 568-8946

Summons

Civil No. 2244 CV0096
Plaintiff(s): 836 Investments LLC
Defendant(s): United Savers Acceptance Corporation
THIS SUMMONS IS DIRECTED TO United Savers Acceptance 
Corporation.
1. This notice is to inform you that you are being sued. The 

person or business suing you is known as the Plaintiff. A 
copy of the Plaintiff’s Complaint against you is attached and 
the original has been filed in the Westfield Division of the 
District Court Department. You must respond to this lawsuit 
in writing. If you do not respond, the Plaintiff may obtain a 
court order requiring you to pay money or provide other relief. 

2. You must respond within 20 days to protect your rights. 
In order to protect your right to defend yourself in this 
lawsuit, you must deliver or mail a written response called 
an “Answer” to both the “Clerk’s Office for Civil Business, 
Westfield District Court, 224 Elm Street, Westfield, MA 
01085” and to the individual below: 

 Brian Shea (Plaintiff’s attorney) at 430 Main Street, Ste. 3, 
Agawam, MA 01001

 Your Answer must be delivered or mailed within 20 days from 
the date the Summons was delivered to you. If you need 
more time to respond, you may request an extension of time 
in writing from the Court.

3. Your Answer must respond to each claim made by the 
Plaintiff. Your Answer is your written response to the 
statements made by the Plaintiff in the Complaint. In your 
Answer, you must state whether you agree or disagree 
with each paragraph of the Complaint. You may agree with 
some of the things the Plaintiff says and disagree with other 
things. You may also say that you do not know whether one 
(or more) of the statements made in the Plaintiff’s Complaint 
is true. If you want to have your case heard by a jury, you 
must specifically request a jury trial in your Answer. Even if 
you agree that you owe what is claimed, sending an Answer 
will provide you with an opportunity to participate and explain 
your circumstances.

4. You must list any reason why you should not have to pay the 
Plaintiff what the Plaintiff asks for. If you have any reason(s) 
why the Plaintiff should not get what the Plaintiff asks for in 
the Complaint, you must write those reasons (or “defenses”) 
in your Answer.

5. You may lose this case if you do not send an Answer to 
the Court and the Plaintiff. If you do not email or deliver the 
Answer within 20 days, you may lose this case. You will have 
no opportunity to tell your side of the story and the Court 
may order that the Plaintiff receive everything requested in 
the Complaint. The Court may allow a motion permitting the 
Plaintiff to take your property and/or wages. If you respond 

to the Complaint and appear at the hearing, you will get an 
impartial hearing by a judge. Even if you choose to discuss 
this matter with the Plaintiff (and/or Plaintiff’s lawyer), you 
should still send your Answer within 20 days. Even if you file 
an Answer, you can still reach an agreement with the Plaintiff.

6. Legal Assistance. You may wish to get legal help from a lawyer. 
If you cannot get legal help, you must still provide a written 
Answer to protect your rights or you may lose the case. You 
may also obtain information at www.mass.gov/courts/selfhelp.

7. You can also sue the Plaintiff. If you believe the Plaintiff owes 
you money or has harmed you in some way related to the 
lawsuit, you must describe that in your Answer. If you do not 
include these claims (called “Counterclaims”) in your written 
response, you may lose your ability to sue the Plaintiff about 
anything related to this lawsuit.

8. You or your attorney must attend all court hearings. If you 
send your Answer to the Court and the Plaintiff, you will 
protect your rights. The Court will send you a notice telling 
you the date, time and place of an impartial hearing before a 
judge. The judge will hear both sides of any arguments and 
schedule any additional hearings.

9. The civil number appearing at the beginning of this notice 
is the case docket number and must appear on the cover/
beginning of your Answer. 

Witness Hon. Charles W. Groce, 2021
Nathan A. Byrnes, Clerk Magistrate
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West Lebanon’s Hidden Treasure:  
Our Beautiful Connecticut River Waterfront 

Many residents don’t know that there is a stunning riverfront property 
hidden behind Main Street! West Lebanon has a history as a thriving railroad 
town, but for decades (and despite several attempts by the City to gain control 
of the property from NH DOT), the 17-acre Westboro Rail Yard sat mostly 
vacant, its historic brick buildings slowly disintegrating. 

In November 2021, something exciting happened! After decades of 
advocacy by the City and by Lebanon’s representatives in Concord, the 
collapsing and contaminated structures were removed, clearing the way for a 
new life in this space. This demolition effort was enabled thanks to funding 
secured through Governor Chris Sununu’s office by the Lebanon Congressional 
Delegation, the City of Lebanon, and executive councilor Joe Kenney. 
Governor Sununu even took a turn in the excavator on demolition day!

WLCA members continued to encourage our City officials to advocate for 
control of this land so that these longstanding dreams of a waterfront park 
could be realized. In August of 2022, again after extensive advocacy, the City 
of Lebanon and the State agreed on terms to transfer ownership of seven acres 
of the Westboro Rail Yard to Lebanon, a process that is expected to take one 
year. This land control will finally unlock West Lebanon’s waterfront and 
allow for the development of a waterfront path and park. 

Advocating for Big Progress 
This month we are reading the City’s capital budgeting plans and speaking 

to our City councilors to make sure important West Lebanon projects are 
included, such as streetscape improvements on Main Street, and design work 
for Westboro Park. We want to keep the momentum going! 

Streetscape improvements are slated for 2023, design work for the waterfront 
path is almost complete, and we hope that by the end of 2023, land control 
and design work for the Westboro Park can be completed so that funding can 
be sought. n  

The first installments of a “Story-walk” for the future Westboro Waterfront path. The signs feature historical photos of West Lebanon, 
along with renderings of the future Greenway and downtown revitalization efforts.

This aerial view of the Westboro Rail Yard property shows the parcel currently under the control of NH DOT due to the single active rail line 
running through it. The yellow line roughly highlights a proposed waterfront cycling path.

Be part of the action!
• West Leb Civic Action holds an open monthly meeting to discuss 

initiatives underway. Join the conversation on Zoom every first Friday at 
noon: us06web.zoom.us/j/82761032200

• Add your name to our email list to hear about upcoming events, such as 
lighting work on Main Street and a mid-winter gathering at River Park.

• If you or someone you know are interested in sponsoring or volunteering 
to hang lights for “Light Up West Leb,” we’d love to hear from you.  

• Shop local! Studies have shown that every dollar spent in a locally owned 
business circulates three times more revenue into the local economy than 
the same dollar in a chain store. 

• Visit westleb.org for Westboro Rail Yard history, recent West Leb updates, 
and images of the future we’re working toward. n
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CREATE LASTING CHANGE!

A SCREENING EXAM BY AGE 7
Find developing problems that will worsen.

Be proactive with Early Treatment.

Eight-year-olds should have 
beautiful smiles.

We answer all of your questions.

  
Complimentary 

consultation and panorex

WE WELCOME NEW 
PATIENTS OF ALL AGES
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BUILDING A MORE PERFECT UNION IN LEBANON – continued from page 1

from, and agreeing wherever possible 
before making one’s own point, but 
much of it boiled down to the 
difference between listening to 
understand as opposed to listening for 
the most controversial points – the 
best ammunition to use to return fire. 
For City Manager Shaun Mulholland, 
who arranged the seminar, the 
invitation was part of a broader strategy 
to build a “skill base” that’s needed for 
a fast-growing city like Lebanon.

In an interview in October, 
Mulholland explained that these 
moves began with the New Hampshire 
City Manager’s  Association 
“challenging managers to take action” 
in response to the national conver-
sation taking place on race and equity, 
but he also stressed the preventative 
nature of these moves. 

“We don’t have a particular circum-
stance…we do not have a crisis here [in 
Lebanon]. We don’t want one, either. 
We want to get ahead of this,” he said. 
A part of that, he added, is bringing 
programs like Braver Angels to 
Lebanon, “so we have the skills when 
we need to have difficult discussions.” 

Other parts of this broader strategy 
have included steps like Race, Equity, 
and Leadership (REAL) training 
through the National League of Cities, 

and the recent creation of a Diversity, 
Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) 
Commission for the city.

The DEI Commission is composed 
of City Councilors and volunteers. It 
was created late last year “to enhance 
the City’s support for a welcoming 
environment by encouraging 
cooperation, tolerance, and respect 
among those living, working, and 
visiting the City.” It serves primarily as 
an advisory board for the 
City Council, while 
also helping to 
organize events, like 
m u l t i c u l t u r a l 

elements of the Lebanon Opera 
House’s Nexus festival this past 
summer. They have also reviewed the 
City Code and Charter for gender-
neutral language and recently weighed 
in on the housing situation in Lebanon, 
encouraging support for more 
affordable housing in the area.

The commission is currently 
running a survey on people’s 
experiences with discrimination in the 
city (which can be found at tinyurl.
com/DiscrimSurvey), in an attempt to 
gather information on where their 
efforts are best directed. The survey 
asks whether the people living and 
working in Lebanon feel they have 
been treated differently than others – 
and if so, why? In a recent interview, 
Bise Wood Saint Eugene, vice-chair of 
the commission and family services 
coordinator at LISTEN Thrift Stores, 
explained that fact-finding is an 
important first step for the DEI 
Commission: “If you can’t measure it, it 
doesn’t exist,” he said, adding that 
“without people sharing their stories, 
we can’t assume anything.” He also 

stressed that the survey isn’t 
exclusively about race, but about 

all forms of identity, including 
income, disability, gender, and 
more. He wants respondents to 

Bise Wood Saint Eugene

Emily Walton

Alisha Robinson

Tia Winter

 VV0926

End-of-year
Flexible Spending Account 

funds remaining? 
Sunglasses

make great gifts!
- Oakley, Ray-Ban, Coach, and more

- Prescription and non-prescription

- Worry-free exchanges on 
non-prescription sunglasses 

through 1/12/23

- Gift certificates available

eitsaH aliehS .rD senoJ werdnA .rD 

MON-FRI 8:30a-5:30p
Until 6:30p on WED 

www.valleyvisioneyes.com 
165 Mechanic Street

Lebanon NH
603-678-8185

Eye examination appointments
available before the New Year!

City of Lebanon Braver Angels training participants
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In the 1970s, two-thirds of Americans were participating in arts and crafts from 
macrame to woodworking to jewelry making.  Craft supply shops were opening, 

new books were released, and craft magazines were thriving. 
Seven local residents – Alden (painter) and Mary Burt, Neil and Isabelle Barden 

(pottery and ceramics), Guy and Ruth Bagley (painters), and Violet Wheeler (rug 
hooking) – were looking for a place to showcase their creativity at a time when 
there were few outlets to sell artwork or handcrafted goods so the group founded 
the Lebanon Art Association in 1972.  In 1978, members changed the name to the 
Lebanon Art & Crafts Association (LACA) to better represent members. 

The mission of this new cooperative membership organization: to bring artists 
and crafts people together for mutual support and 
encouragement, to promote appreciation of art and 
crafts within the area, and to promote the sale of 
work as a stimulus to the creative interests and 
talents of the members without a jury process. 

Members have come from different walks of life, 
but all have one underlying thread in common: the 
urge to create something by hand, focusing on 
creativity and producing one-of-a-kind art. 

“I started Stella & Sol Sustainables in 2019 to 
share alternatives for disposables in the home, but I 
felt so isolated,” said member Meagan Berquist.  “I 
joined LACA because I wanted to connect with 
artisans who understood my passion for crafting.  
LACA means community and support.” 

Annually, LACA’s Scholarship in Memory of 
Alden Burt awards one or two graduating high 
school students pursuing higher education in the 
arts.  Since 1999, LACA has donated more than 
$18,500 to award recipients.  

Over the years the association hosted a variety of shows in various venues in 
Lebanon or West Lebanon.  None worked as well as their annual Christmas Show 
and Sale, which in 2022 is in the Upper Valley Plaza next to CVS in West 
Lebanon.   

“In this day and age, everything is commercial,” member Dorothy Hayes said 
during LACA’s annual WNTK interview.  “Our crafters put many, many labor 
hours into an item and it is not always reflected in the price.  They do it because 
they love it.”   

And if you see it, you had better buy it.  ”If you see it today, it won’t be here 
tomorrow,” said member Sandy Dickau. n

AROUND TOWN

50 Years of Community and Creativity The Lebanon Art & Crafts Association

think about their identities as things that overlap, 
“like being a single mom or dad with multiple kids 
in the Upper Valley (where daycare spots can be 
really scarce and exorbitant when available),” or 
being someone “without a college degree.” 

“We ask about people’s experiences with 
discrimination,” said Emily Walton, the 
Commission’s chair and associate professor of 
Sociology at Dartmouth College, “and then a 
follow-up question that is, ‘what do you think that 
discrimination is based on?’ It could be something 
like your ancestry, gender, age, accent, sexual 
identity, a disability…those are things that we can 
all relate to.” 

The point of the survey is to build a greater 
understanding of the concerns of the people who 
live and work in Lebanon, to learn about their 
shared struggles in an effort to build trust and 
empathy. "If you can relate" when you hear someone 
else's story, says Saint Eugene, then "take a moment 
to think about it and say wait a minute, 'this is my 
story,' something might click." 

Another example of Lebanon’s efforts toward 
empathy and community was seen on the 19th of 
June, during the city’s first Juneteenth celebration. 
Though it only became a federal holiday in 2021, 
Juneteenth has long been a day for celebration in 
the country’s Black communities, marking the day 
in 1865 when Union forces arrived in Galveston, 
Texas to announce that all those who had been 
enslaved up to that point were now free. While 
many Americans are taught that slavery ended with 
the Emancipation Proclamation, in reality, it took 
time for the law to be enforced. For this and other 
reasons, the Juneteenth Steering Committee 

wanted the event to be “as educational as possible,” 
according to Alisha Robinson, who, in addition to 
being a member of the DEI Commission, also serves 
as the DEI program coordinator at Alice-Peck Day 
Memorial Hospital and as chair of the BIPOC 
employee resource group for Dartmouth Health. 

According to Robinson, they wanted to bring 
the community into the special day together with a 
common understanding, explaining to everyone, 
“this is why this celebration is important to the 
Black community, and this is what it means.” Tia 
Winter, a clinical social worker based in Lebanon 
and member of both the DEI Commission and the 
Juneteenth steering committee, added that they 
wanted people to feel more connected to their own, 
local history, inviting Lebanon’s City historian to 
give a talk about the day in relation to the city’s past. 

They “really wanted it to be celebratory,” she 
added, “without any feelings of shame.” “It was 
great to see how interested the community was,” 
said Robinson. She noted that while there weren’t 
any official crowd counts, the New London 
Hannaford donated cake and drinks – and 
Hannaford staff donated their time to serve them 
– for 150-200 people, and there wasn’t any left at 
the end of the event. “It shows that our community 
is working together on these issues and that it’s 
important to all of us,” she said. 

At the heart of all these efforts is the idea that 
empathy, education, and meaningful engagement 
are integral to the building and maintaining of a 
community. So this holiday season, whether it’s in 
Lebanon’s City Hall or at your own dining room 
table, remember that as the Braver Angels say, it’s 
important to “connect first.” nJuneteenth 2022 celebration in Colburn Park

Back row: Jean McGrath, Kathleen Curwen, Alice Bliven, Lisa Becker, Susan Cutting, Shannon LeGrow, Kay Mariotti, Colette Buisson, Rhonda 
Tinkham, Deborah Carr, Brian Ceglarski, Barbara Richmond, Cindy Fluette, Lorraine Skowronski-Boggis, Diana Wyman, Debra Ackley, Dorothy Hayes, 
Megan Berquist, Chris Ciarelli, Garrick Ippolito, Susan Matteson. Front row: Andy Hamel, Jane Oakes, Heather Burgess, Erika Konkle, Laurel Pollard, 
Jane Lemire, Chelsea McDowell, Julie Adams, Terry Fitzpatrick, Martha George. Not pictured: Mary Csiszer, Michelle Holt, Shirley Wahl.
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THE STRONG HOUSE SPA

QUECHEE, VERMONT

(802) 295.1718 www.stronghousespa.com

Give Tidings of 
Comfort and Joy!

• Strong House 
Gift Certificates

• Must-have 
Self Care Products

MEET YOUR NEIGHBOR

Devon Blanchard 
Works in Lebanon

Place of work: 
DB Lights

Who is the most “famous” person you 
know or know of in Lebanon?
City officials like Karen Liot Hill  
(city council member).

What fictional place and which “real” 
place would you like to visit? 
California, and I’m not sure as far as a 
fictional place goes.

What skill would you like to master? 
Continuing to grow my business.

What would be your first question after 
waking up from a 100-year sleep? 
What happened? 

What is your ideal way to spend a 
weekend in Lebanon? 
Go out to eat at a local restaurant like 
Salt Hill Pub.

What is the best way to start the day?
Coffee sometimes, eat breakfast, then 
go to work. 

To which organization /person /group do 
you donate your time or other resources?
Lebanon Recreation, Arts, and Parks: 
I volunteer with them for events they 
host, and I put on light shows in 
collaboration with them.

What weird food combinations do you 
enjoy? 
Baked in the oven: corn and chicken 
with a Dorito base, and cheese, 
covered in crushed Doritos. It’s 
between a meal and a kind of dip.  

What’s the last book you read?  
Would you recommend it and why?
The last book I remember reading 
was IT. The film and the book are 
really similar and I’d recommend the 
book. The way Stephen King wrote it 
catches your attention. 

What was cool when you were younger, 
but not now? 
Fidget spinners.

What is your childhood favorite movie?
Transformers.

What is your motto in life?
In a world full of chaos, it’s always 
important to show your kindness 
(adapted from Recycled Percussion 
quote). 

If someone gave you $1,000 right now, 
what would you spend it on?
I would donate it. I’d choose a couple 
of different organizations to give it to.

If you could save or protect one animal /
plant /part of our earth, which would it be? 
Elephants.

If you could only eat at one local 
restaurant for the rest of your life, 
which one would it be?
Salt Hill Pub. 

What did you want to be when you  
grew up?
A musician. 

If you could be invisible for one day, 
where would you be?
Right here in Lebanon. I love Lebanon 
and I’d like to live here for the rest of 
my life. 

If you could have one superhuman power, 
what would it be?
Strength. 

If you could have dinner with any famous 
person, who would it be?
Justin Spencer (owner of Chaos and 
Kindness and the creator of Recycled 
Percussion).

In general, do you follow or break the 
rules?
Follow them. 

What’s your biggest fear/phobia?
The unknown. 

What gets you excited about your 
future?
The plans I have to grow my 
entertainment business, DB Lights, 
which I started in 2016. 

In a world full of 
chaos, it’s always 
important to show 

your kindness.
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Come See a Classic  
Holiday-Themed Show!
Clara’s Dream, a Nutcracker Story

Join the City Center 
Ballet at the 

Leba non O pera 
House for their 
newest performance, 
Clara’s Dream. 

A new rendition 
of the traditional 
Nutcracker story, 
Clara’s Dream comes 
to Lebanon on 
Saturday and Sunday, 
December 10th and 
11th. 

The City Center 
Ballet adds new 
choreography to the 
classic holiday story, 
with fairytale magic 
a n d  g o r g e o u s 
costumes to entertain 

the whole family. The City Center Ballet – based in Lebanon – has 
been bringing outstanding performances to local communities ever 
since 1999. 

Tickets vary in price from $11 to $39 and are available for purchase 
on the Lebanon Opera House website, at lebanonoperahouse.org/
events/claras-dream. n

CURTAIN CALL

8 South Park Street • Lebanon, NH • info@uvmusic.org • 603.448.1642

J O I N  T H E  
M U S I CA L F U N !

Spend quality time with your little 
one and meet other new moms and 
dads in a Music Together class. As 

you sing, dance, and play, you’ll learn 
lots of musical ways to support your 
child’s development. Learn more and 

register at uvmusic.org 

Winter at AVA!

• Holiday Exhibition & Sale 
  -November 25th-December 30th

• Holiday Open House & Reception 
  -December 3rd, 11 AM-4 PM 
  -Reception 5-7 PM

• Members Gallery 
  -Art Work and Fine Craft by Local Artists

• Community Arts Open Studio (CAOS) 
  -Saturdays, 10 AM-1 PM

• Winter Art Classes for Adults and Kids

Members Gallery

11 bank street E lebanon, nh E avagallery.org 

Open House

GALLERY HOURS 
TUESDAY-SATURDAY
11 AM-5 PM 
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

*Visit our website for more information

Bio X Cell is committed to  
making the world a better place  

by supporting organizations that address  
mental and physical health, environment,  

arts and culture, and provide humanitarian 
support including disaster relief.

www.bioxcell.com

Join us in supporting 
Local Arts!
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Join the
LEBANON TIMES

in supporting Local Arts!

TICKETS
$19 - $69

$19 for students of all ages
$20 for 25 & under

WHITE RIVER JUNCTION, VT | NorthernStage.org | (802) 296-7000 

A NEW MUSICAL ADVENTURE
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!

 
LEBANON TIMES

 

A New EnglandA New England   
Midwinter RevelsMidwinter Revels

Friday 16th December:  7pmFriday 16th December:  7pm
Saturday 17th December:  2pm & 7pmSaturday 17th December:  2pm & 7pm

Sunday 18th December:  2pmSunday 18th December:  2pm

LEBANON OPERA HOUSELEBANON OPERA HOUSE

www.RevelsNorth.orgwww.RevelsNorth.org www.LebanonOperaHouse.orgwww.LebanonOperaHouse.org

A family favorite of the Upper Valley since 1975, A NewA family favorite of the Upper Valley since 1975, A New
England Midwinter Revels is truly a celebration of newEngland Midwinter Revels is truly a celebration of new

beginnings, old traditions, and community.beginnings, old traditions, and community.

Featuring guest artistsFeaturing guest artists
James & Jesse Bruchac, The Vox Hunters & Jeff WarnerJames & Jesse Bruchac, The Vox Hunters & Jeff Warner

Katie Runde’s chalk art
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